Real Luxury makes you discovering the beauty of Italy driving one of the latest model produced by
Ferrari or Lamborghini.
For us luxury means simply “An unforgettable experience“
Each travel is fully customized for Customer’s necessity. Our purpose it’s to give the Top of service in
terms of assistance, leisure and conciergerie.
Real Luxury is a travel trough the best Italian scenario in terms of: cooking, art, design, fashion,
architecture and breathtaking landescape.
Our guests can drive for hundred and hundred kilometers trough beautiful enchanting hills and never
ending curves.
Our staff talk perfectly english-russian-portoguese-spanish as weel as italian and will take care of
refueling, cleaning and technical assistance for your Super Car.
The tour director is an expert of Ferrari as well as Lamborghini, always in contact by a powerful radio
with our guest. He will phisically lead you among enchanting hills and never ending curves at the
wheel oh his powerful sport staff car, transporting seperatly your luggage.
Our tour director is also certified sport driver instructor, a trusted person availabe in case you need for
re-schedule, itinerary and to carry out all of your requests.
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ROUTE
Rome, Civita di Bagnoregio, Siena, Val d’Orcia valley, Chianti, Florence, San Remo, French Riviera

Tot. Distance
1.000 Km
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6 Days Italy Tour
DAY 1 : ROME
xx.xx pm – Meeting at Rome Fiumicino International Airport and private transfer with new Mecedes Class S
to Cavalieri Hilton 5* Hotel

Evening
20.00 – Dinner in Rome – Restaurant suggestions: La Pergola (3 Michelin stars), Il Pagliaccio (2
Michelin stars), Il Convivio-Troiani or l’Acquolina Hosteria in Rome (1 Michelin star)

Overnight at Cavalieri Hilton 5* (Rome):
The first Hotel in Europe to be part of the exclusive Waldorf
Astoria Hotels & Resorts, the Rome Cavalieri is more than
just a 5–star property. It's the pre-eminent luxury Hotel in
Rome, with an art collection that outshines many
museums, a Grand Spa that would be the envy of a
prestige health resort and with standards of luxury that set
it apart from other Rome hotels. The Rome Cavalieri brings
new meaning to notions of Italian style, and new purpose
to the fine art of exclusive hospitality.
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DAY 2
Driving amoung Val d’Orcia Valley (Heritage trasury) by 1000 Miglia route
09.30 – Meeting with your Tour Director an expert of Ferrari for a full brifieng
(The T.D. Will trasnport separately your luggage with his powerful staff car)

Departure by Ferrari for Civita di Bagnoregio
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DAY 2
13.30 – Lunch in Civita di Bagnoregio – Restaurant: Osteria del Ponte

Civita, like an island in our memory or a figment of our imagination, is connected by a narrow walkway to
reality and to the surrounding countryside; it takes us far away, not so much in distance as in time....
There is a feeling that one is leaving the real world, and this filling becomes stronger after entering the
ancient city gate, standing guard over a sheer drop between the remains of two houses with their windows
opened
wide
over
the
emptiness.
One almost has the impression that this gate opens into a supernatural world, surviving in another
dimension.
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DAY 2
Departure by Ferrari to Siena
Afternoon
Evening
Arrival at Castel Monastero and check-in
20.00 – Dinner at Castel Monastero – Gordon Ramsey Gourmet (Booked not included)
Overnight at Castel Monastero 5* (Castel Nuovo Berardenga, Siena)
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DAY 3
Wine Tour

Montepulciano-Montalcino & Pienza
10.00 – Departure by Ferrari for Montepulciano
Wine Tasting @ Le Capezzine wine cellar in Montepulciano
The winery is named after the Avignonesi family, the
founders of the original estate. Constant research and
development aimed at expressing the true character of
the Montepulciano terroir has, over time, earned the
winery a well-deserved place among the flagship
producers of Tuscany. In 2009, Avignonesi was
acquired by Virginie Saverys who has since introduced
organic farming methods to craft distinct, genuine
wines with an even stronger character, and has
acquired additional vineyards and a state-of-the-art
winemaking facility in the Montepulciano appellation..
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13.30 – Lunch in Pienza – Restaurant: La Terrazza del Chiostro
Afternoon

Pienza, a town and comune in the province of
Siena, in the Val d'Orcia in Tuscany (central Italy),
between the towns of Montepulciano and
Montalcino, is the "touchstone of Renaissance
urbanism.»

In 1996, UNESCO declared the town a World
Heritage Site, and in 2004 the entire valley, the Val
d'Orcia, was included on the list of UNESCO's
World Cultural Landscapes.

Afternoon
Wine Tasting @ Podere Rubino wine cellar in Montalcino
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Departure for Castel Monastero Hotel
21.00 – Dinner at la Frateria di Padre Ligio – Cetona
An unforgettable experience… (private transfer booked & included)

Overnight at Castel Monastero 5* (Castel Nuovo Berardenga, Siena)
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DAY 4
Shopping Day
10.00 – Departure by Ferrari for Florence, driving trough the Chianti Area
Only a few regions in Italy can offer such a beautiful and rich panorama as the Chianti wine region. This is
the classic Tuscan countryside - Green hills with miles after miles of vineyards producing some of Italy’s
best –marketed wines, olive groves, gentle rolling hills, ancient walled villages and panoramic roads like
you have never seen before. Chianti Classico spreads from Florence to Siena and includes the small
municipalities of Castellina, Greve, Panzano, Radda and Gaiole In Chianti.
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WELCOME TO FLORENCE, THE CRADLE OF THE REINASSANCE
13.30 – Lunch in Florence – Restaurant: Il Donnini (a beautiful terrace over Florence view)
A city-size shrine to the Renaissance, Florence offers frescoes, sculptures, churches, palaces, and other
monuments from the richest cultural flowering the world has known. Names from its dazzling historical past—
Dante, Michelangelo, Galileo, Machiavelli—are some of the most resonant of the medieval age. A
cosmopolitan metropolis, but also to overlook its more unsung charms—A broad range of specialty shopping,
sweeping views over majestic cityscapes, eating experiences that range from historic cafés to the country’s
most highly rated restaurants, and the kind of seductive and romantic pleasures that somehow only Italy
knows how to provide.
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Time at disposal for a shopping (Personal shopper upon request)

Afternoon

20.00 – Dinner in Florence –
Restaurant suggestion: Il Salviatino (Fiesole), Enoteca Pinchiorre (3 Michelin Stars)
Overnight at Il Salviatino 5* (Fiesole, Florence)
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DAY 5
Tyrrenian Seaside Coast
10.00 – Departure by Ferrari for Cannes by the Tuscany Coast
13.30 – Lunch in Rapallo (5 Terre area) – Restaurant: Rapallo
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DAY 5
Afternoon
Afternoon

Arrival in Cannes

Capital of cinema, city of stars and luxury… Cannes is known throughout the world today thanks to its
International Film Festival. As the third largest town in the region in demographic terms, after Nice and
Antibes, this town offers a wide variety of cultural activities. With your feet dipped in the sea, Cannes is also
a renowned seaside resort where the sun (practically) always shines.
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DAY 6
Goodbye Italy
10.00 – Transfer from Hotel to airport of Nice

End of the tour
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Highlights & Services included
6 days Italy and French Riviera Tour in Ferrari
Rental latest model “458 Spider or Speciale” for 4 days
Full Briefing
Full-kasko car insurance for all cars up to 50 Million of euro
Lunch 2° Day @ Restaurant “Hosteria del Ponte” - Civita di Bagnoregio
Dinner 3° Day @ Restaurant “La Frateria di Padre Ligio” - Cena
Lunch 4° Day @ Restaurant “Il Donnini Terrace”- Florence
2 Overnight @ Castel Monastero 5* Stars – Junior Suite - Siena
1 Overnight @ Il Salviatino 5* Stars – Junior Suite - Florence
1 Overnight @ Majestic-Barriere 5* Stars – Junior Suite – Cannes
Private Transfer 1° Day from Rome airport to HTL Hilton Cavalieri - Rome
Private Transfer 2° Day from Castel Monastero to Cetona (Frateria di Padre Ligio)
Private Transfer 6° Day from Cannes HTL Majestic to Nice Airport
Tour Director assistance (excellent english speaking) + Staff Car
Mobile radio system (always staff car and Super Car conncected by powerfull radio)
Service of parking, cleaning and refuelling of the car
Upon Request: Photo shooting, Camera on board, Personal Shopper

Not included
Airfare, fuel for the Ferrari and Lamborghini, Drinks not included, everything not shown as
“included services”.
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